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VT 658.3 TEN

10 Easy ways to lose your job

VT 658.3 TEN

10 Easy ways to lose your job

VT 551.5 ACI

Acid Rain; New Bad News
The debate over acid rain continues to grow, NOVA travels to West Germany, the mid-Atlantic
states and New England to examine the controversy surrounding thes phenomenon.

VT 616.97 AID

Aids : Facts for kids
Presents the facts about HIV AND AIDS, explaining how HIV is transmitted and how it disables
the immune system, leaving the infected person vulnerable to an array of diseases.

VT 551.5 AIR

Air : A first film

VT F ALI

Alice in Wonderland

VT 324.73 ALM

Almost painless guide to the election process
Video and guide

KIT 551 ALP

Alpine Glacier

VT 551.2 ANA

Anatomy of a volcano

921 Bil

Bill, a biography

VT 597.8 BIL

Bill Nye the science guy : Amphibians

VT 573.7 BIL

Bill Nye the science guy : Animal Locomotion

VT 930.1 BIL

Bill Nye the science guy : Archaeology

VT 720 BIL

Bill Nye the science guy : Architecture

VT 551.6 BIL

Bill Nye the science guy : Atmosphere

VT 541.2 BIL

Bill Nye the science guy : Atoms

VT 531 BIL

Bill Nye the science guy : Balance

VT 333.95 BIL

Bill Nye the science guy : Biodiversity

VT 598 BIL

Bill Nye the science guy : Birds

VT 573.1 BIL

Bill Nye the science guy : Blood & Circulation

VT 612.7 BIL

Bill Nye the science guy : Bones & Muscles

VT 612.8 BIL

Bill Nye the science guy : Brain

VT 532 BIL

Bill Nye the science guy : Buoyancy
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Bill Nye the science guy : Caves

VT 571.6 BIL

Bill Nye the science guy : Cells

VT 541.3 BIL

Bill Nye the science guy : Chemical Reactions

VT 551.6 BIL

Bill Nye the science guy : Climates

VT 523 BIL

Bill Nye the science guy : Comets and Meteors

VT 302.2 BIL

Bill Nye the science guy : Communications

VT 004 BIL

Bill Nye the science guy : Computers

VT 551.41 BIL

Bill Nye the science guy : Deserts

VT 573.3 BIL

Bill Nye the science guy : Digestion

VT 567 BIL

Bill Nye the science guy : Dinosaurs

VT 507 BIL

Bill Nye the science guy : Do-It-Yourself Science

VT 551.22 BIL

Bill Nye the science guy : Earthquakes

VT 551.13 BIL

Bill Nye the science guy : Earth's Crust

VT 508.2 BIL

Bill Nye the science guy : Earth's Seasons

VT 537 BIL

Bill Nye the science guy : Electrical Current

VT 537 BIL

Bill Nye the science guy : Electricity

VT 551.3 BIL

Bill Nye the science guy : Erosion

VT 576.8 BIL

Bill Nye the science guy : Evolution
Bill Nye compares primordial to present when he dabbles with Darwin and looks at his genes in
this evolutionary episode. Explore the surprising similarities shared by all living things and
ponder the possibility that birds evolved from dinosaurs.

VT 612.8 BIL

Bill Nye the science guy : Eyeball

VT 630 BIL

Bill Nye the science guy : Farming

VT 597 BIL

Bill Nye the science guy : Fish

VT 629.13 BIL

Bill Nye the science guy : Flight

VT 582.13 BIL

Bill Nye the science guy : Flowers

VT 530.42 BIL

Bill Nye the science guy : Fluids

VT 577 BIL

Bill Nye the science guy : Food Web
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VT 363.25 BIL

Bill Nye the science guy : Forensics

VT 634.9 BIL

Bill Nye the science guy : Forests

VT 560 BIL

Bill Nye the science guy : Fossils

VT 363.72 BIL

Bill Nye the science guy : Garbage

VT 572.8 BIL

Bill Nye the science guy : Genes

VT 531 BIL

Bill Nye the science guy : Gravity

VT 573.1 BIL

Bill Nye the science guy : Heart

VT 536 BIL

Bill Nye the science guy : Heat

VT 388 BIL

Bill Nye the science guy : Human Transportation

VT 595.7 BIL

Bill Nye the science guy : Insects

VT 608 BIL

Bill Nye the science guy : Inventions

VT 551.48 BIL

Bill Nye the science guy : Lakes and Ponds

VT 571.8 BIL

Bill Nye the science guy : Life Cycles

VT 535 BIL

Bill Nye the science guy : Light & Color

VT 535 BIL

Bill Nye the science guy : Light Optics

VT 538 BIL

Bill Nye the science guy : Magnetism

VT 599 BIL

Bill Nye the science guy : Mammals

VT 599.5 BIL

Bill Nye the science guy : Marine Mammals

VT 530.8 BIL

Bill Nye the science guy : Measurement

VT 531.11 BIL

Bill Nye the science guy : Motion

VT 808.87 BIL

Bill Nye the science guy : NTV Top 11 Countdown

VT 641.3 BIL

Bill Nye the science guy : Nutrition

VT 551.46 BIL

Bill Nye the science guy : Ocean Exploration

VT 577 BIL

Bill Nye the science guy : Ocean Life
Bill goes underwater to talk abut ocean ecosystems and the importance of small organisms
such as coral, plankton, and kelp, whale food. A marine biologist takes a troop of kids to
explore tide pools which she calls "nurseries of the sea," and meet the water creatures living in
these shallow pools.
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VT 551.47 BIL

Bill Nye the science guy : Oceanography

VT 523.1 BIL

Bill Nye the science guy : Outer Space

VT 372.7 BIL

Bill Nye the science guy : Patterns

VT 530.4 BIL

Bill Nye the science guy : Phases of Matter

VT 580 BIL

Bill Nye the science guy : Plants

VT 304.6 BIL

Bill Nye the science guy : Populations

VT 530 BIL

Bill Nye the science guy : Pressure

VT 519.2 BIL

Bill Nye the science guy : Probability

VT 507 BIL

Bill Nye the science guy : Pseudoscience

VT 597.9 BIL

Bill Nye the science guy : Reptiles

VT 572 BIL

Bill Nye the science guy : Respiration

VT 551.48 BIL

Bill Nye the science guy : Rivers & Streams

VT 551.3 BIL

Bill Nye the science guy : Rocks & Soil

VT 621.8 BIL

Bill Nye the science guy : Simple Machines

VT 612.8 BIL

Bill Nye the science guy : Smell

VT 534 BIL

Bill Nye the science guy : Sound

VT 629.435 BIL

Bill Nye the science guy : Space Exploration

VT 551.5 SPE

Bill Nye the science guy : Speaking of weather
Combining live-action photography and animation, this program uses an animated sun to
narrate how weather is created. The sun interacts with several children as they learn how
weather affects their lives and how the sun, air and water work together to create constantly
changing weather conditions.

VT 595.4 BIL

Bill Nye the science guy : Spiders

VT 531 BIL

Bill Nye the science guy : Spinning Things

VT 537 BIL

Bill Nye the science guy : Static Electricity

VT 624 BIL

Bill Nye the science guy : Structure

VT 523.4 BIL

Bill Nye the science guy : The Planets
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Bill Nye the science guy : The Science of Music

VT 529 BIL

Bill Nye the science guy : Time

VT 551.21 BIL

Bill Nye the science guy : Volcanoes

VT 551.4 BIL

Bill Nye the science guy : Water Cycle
Using a whimsical model made of a tiny staricase, windup penguins, and a bicycle tire, Bill
demonstrates the phases of the water cycle - evaporation, condensation, precipitation, and
collection.

VT 531 BIL

Bill Nye the science guy : Waves

VT 577.68 BIL

Bill Nye the science guy : Wetlands

VT 333.9 BIL

Bill Nye the science guy : Wind

VT 577.7 BIO

Biomes of the world in action : Marine Ecosystems
" ... In Marine ecosystems, students will explore saltwater environments -- from shorelines to
coral reefs -- and learn about the fish, plants, mammals, and insects that depend on each other
for survival in this aquatic biome. Examine concepts such as salinity and currents, and find out
about the three major life zones found in ocean waters. A fun, hands-on experiment allows
students to discover how brine shrimp have adapted to changes in salt concentration, while a
visit with a marine biologist on the Chesapeake Bay examines the fascinating life cycle of the
blue crab.

DVD
Bloodborne pathogens - Fast Facts For Schools : a healthcare refresher = Patógenos de la
sangre : una actualización del cuidado de la salud
Gives health care workers an overview of bloodborne pathogens including HBV (hepetitis B),
HCV (hepetitis C), and HIV. Focuses on safe work practices to prevent exposure and to
prevent infection.
DVD
Bloodborne pathogens - Fast Facts For Schools : a healthcare refresher = Patógenos de la
sangre : una actualización del cuidado de la salud
Gives health care workers an overview of bloodborne pathogens including HBV (hepetitis B),
HCV (hepetitis C), and HIV. Focuses on safe work practices to prevent exposure and to
prevent infection.
DVD
Bloodborne pathogens - Fast Facts For Schools : a healthcare refresher = Patógenos de la
sangre : una actualización del cuidado de la salud
Gives health care workers an overview of bloodborne pathogens including HBV (hepetitis B),
HCV (hepetitis C), and HIV. Focuses on safe work practices to prevent exposure and to
prevent infection.
DVD
Bloodborne pathogens - Fast Facts For Schools : a healthcare refresher = Patógenos de la
sangre : una actualización del cuidado de la salud
Gives health care workers an overview of bloodborne pathogens including HBV (hepetitis B),
HCV (hepetitis C), and HIV. Focuses on safe work practices to prevent exposure and to
prevent infection.
VT 613.7 BOD

Bodywatch Relaxation Exercises
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VT 780 BRA

The Brass Family
Grade Level: P/I
Subject area: Music & Art
Includes Teacher's guide
in separate packet

VT F BRI

Brian's song
A drama about the deep friendship between Gale Sayers, black halfback for the Chicago
Bears, and his white teammate, Brian Piccolo, who died of cancer in 1970.

VT 709.73 ILL

Bright like the sun
I'll make me a world profiles Afro-American musicians, artists and authors throughout twentieth
century America.

VT 612.2 BUI

Building your own food pyramid

CR 951 CHI

Chinese : Northern Song Dynasty to Modern Day

CR 951 CHI

Chinese : Northern Song Dynasty to Modern Day

VT 574.91 CIT

City of coral
In Cities of Coral, spectacular photography unravels the mysteries of this underwater world
where predators tyrannize... and the prey display ingenious patterns of defense.

VT 970.5 COM

Coming Apart - Nothing to Fear

VT 970.5 COM

Coming Apart - Picture This

VT 551.5 CON

Continental Drift and Plate Techtonics

VT 973.89 CRU

Crucible of empire : the Spanish-American War
Examines the colorful characters and historic events surrounding this 100-year-old war and its
relevance through the 20th century. Using reenactments, interviews with noted authors and
popular historians, and more than a dozen newly arranged popular songs from the period,
Crucible of empire looks at the influence of race, economics, new technologies and the news
media on America's decision to go to war.

VT 973.89 CRU

Crucible of empire : the Spanish-American War
Examines the colorful characters and historic events surrounding this 100-year-old war and its
relevance through the 20th century. Using reenactments, interviews with noted authors and
popular historians, and more than a dozen newly arranged popular songs from the period,
Crucible of empire looks at the influence of race, economics, new technologies and the news
media on America's decision to go to war.

VT 970.5 DEC

Decades of Change 1920-1929 - Boom to Bust
1920-1929:Boom to Bust

VT 725.8 DES

Design in Sports
Pre-Algebra; Gr. 6-9

VT 567.9 DIN

Dinosaurs : Puzzles from the past
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VT 613 DRU

Drug free kids : a parent's guide

VT 551.2 EAR

Earth Alive

VT 639.275 EMP

Empty promises, empty nets
Examines the treaties, landmark legal cases and judgements that confirmed fishing rights of
Columbia River tribes. Historical footage and interviews with Federal Judge Robert Belloni and
others directly involved in these decisions define the legal foundation on which Columbia River
salmon survival may well depend.

VT 331.7 ENT

Entering the world of work
Discusses basic economics as it relates to business in our society, and how human factors fit
into the world of work. Discusses employee/employer expectations, co-worker relationships
and personal management of goals and decisions.

SL 551.41 ERO

Erosion : Earth is changing

VT 970.5 EVE

Events that shaped the world
Anchored by Peter Jennings of ABC News, this definitive 12-part series recounts the pivotal
events of the 20th century that shaped the nation and defined America's role in the world.
Drawing on hundreds of original interviews and thousands of hours of archival footage, each
program focuses on a crucial time period that molded America's political, cultural, or ideological
identity in its transition from emerging economic giant to political superpower.

VT 970.5 EVE

Events that shaped the world
Anchored by Peter Jennings of ABC News, this definitive 12-part series recounts the pivotal
events of the 20th century that shaped the nation and defined America's role in the world.
Drawing on hundreds of original interviews and thousands of hours of archival footage, each
program focuses on a crucial time period that molded America's political, cultural, or ideological
identity in its transition from emerging economic giant to political superpower.

VT 323.4 EYE

The Eye of the Beholder : Sexual Harrassment in the Workplace

VT 970.5 FAC

Facing the New Millennium - The New Evolution of the Revolution

VT 639.8 FAR

Farmers of the Sea
Examines recent technological developments worldwide in aquaculture, the ancient technique
of raising aquatic plants and animals. Shows the promise, problimes and progress of
aquaculture. Visits the research laboratories, food processing plants, universities, fish ponds
rivers and streams where this "blue revolution" is takiing place.

VT 613.7 FIT

Fitness and Me Series : How to Exercise
This program uses animation to show the steps we can take to become more physically fit.
Knight Light and his friend Zip, the Dragon learn how to use the principles of progression,
overload, regularity and specificity to exercise effectively.

VT 613.7 FIT

Fitness and Me Series : What Is Fitness Exercise
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This program uses animation to explore what fitness is and how it can make a differenc in how
we funcion. Phyllis Fitness, a good sorceress tells the sory of Knight Light and how he learned
about physical fitness and it value to his knightly pursuits. The need for fitness in cardiorespiratory endurance, muscle strength and endurance, flexibility and body composition is
demonstrated through Knight Light's adventures and accomplishments.

VT 929.9 FLA

The flag is a symbol
Social studies; history; social science
P/I level; study guide

VT 551.2 FOR

Formation of Continents & Mountains Pt. 2

VT 577.68 FRE

Freshwater wetlands : forested wetlands
video and teaching guide

VT 577.68 FRE

Freshwater wetlands : Marsh
video & teaching guide

VT 973 FRO

Frontier Heritage

VT 613.7 FUN

Fun to be Fit : Physical Fitness

VT 342 FUT

Future Fright : Losing the bill of rights
Social Studies
HS level

KIT 520 GEO

Geokit Astronomy

VT 303.6 GET

Getting better at getting along
Three true-to-life scenarios suggest simple techniques for conflict resolution in and out of
school.

VT 303.6 GET

Getting better at getting along
Three true-to-life scenarios suggest simple techniques for conflict resolution in and out of
school.

VT 612.6 GIR

Girl Stuff
Health, Feminine Hygiene

VT 363.7 GLO

Global problems & issues

027.80979 LAN

Good Schools Have School Librarians
Oregon school librarians collaborate to improve academic achievement

VT 599.5 GRE

The Great Whales

VT 550 GRE

The Greenhouse Effect

VT 591.7 HAB

Habitats

VT 970.5 HEA

Heaven & Earth;First Step
The Century-Events that Shaped the World

VT 943.086 HEI

Heil Hitler : confessions of a Hitler Youth
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With the use of wartime documentary films, Alfons Heck recalls his childhood as a member of
the Hitler Jugend.

VT 370.71 HIT

Hitting the Mark in Speaking Assessment Benchmark I

VT 370.71 HIT

Hitting the Mark in Speaking Assessment-Benchmark II

VT 943.086 HOL

The Holocaust

372.4 HMR

Houghton Miffin Reading: Grades K-6: Steps in Direct Instruction

372.4 HMR

Houghton Mifflin Reading: Decoding Longer Words

372.6 HMR

Houghton Mifflin Reading: Direct Instruction in Writing

372.4 HMR

Houghton Mifflin Reading: Grade 1; Components of learning to Read

372.4 HMR

Houghton Mifflin Reading: Grades 2-6: Components of Learning to Read

372.4 HMR

Houghton Mifflin Reading: Grades 2-6: Reading-Writing Workshop

372.4 HMR

Houghton Mifflin Reading: Key Vocabulary

372.4 HMR

Houghton Mifflin Reading: Kindergarten: Components of Learning to Read

372.4 HMR

Houghton Mifflin Reading: Kindergarten: Phonics Lesson

372.4 HMR

Houghton Mifflin Reading: Kindergarten: Reading a Decodable Book

372.4 HMR

Houghton Mifflin Reading: Theme Focus Wall

VT 155.2 IN

In the mix : Self-image : the fantasy, the reality
Focuses on how media images are driving teens to diet constantly, develop eating disorders,
use steroids, and suffer from low self-esteem. This program deconstructs the images we see in
films and magazines, on television and billboards, to help young people understand that
confidence and personal style are more important than striving for unrealistic, ever-changing
ideal body images.

VT 070.4 DAY

Inside Television News : A Day in the Life of a Reporter

VT 070.4 ETH

Inside Television News : Ethics

VT 070.4 KEY

Inside Television News : the key players

VT 070.4 POW

Inside Television News : The Power of TV news

VT 070.4 WHA

Inside Television News : What is News

VT 617.6 ITS

It's dental flossophy, Charlie Brown
Focuses on proper care of teeth, especially flossing.

SL 523.45 JUP

Jupiter with Four Moons
Poster
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VT F KAV

Kavik the wolf dog
Kavik, a magnificent dog of the north, leads his team to victory in the National Open Dog Sled
Races in Alaska. He is purchased by a wealthy industrialist and put on a plane. When the
airplane crashes, the pilot is killed and Kavik is seriously injured. However, 12 year old Andy
finds the dog and nurses him back to health. The industrialist finds the dog and takes him to
Washington. The wolf-dog instinctively travels two thousand miles from Washington to Alaska
to return to the boy who once saved his life.

VT 940.53 KIT

Kitty : return to Auschwitz
As a teenager, Kitty Felix Hart was inmate 39934 in Auschwitz. She survived, but more than
thirty members of her family and many of her school friends did not. From her home in
Birmingham, England, thirty-four years after her liberation, Kitty recalls her past and visits the
grounds of the German concentration camp at Auschwitz with her son.

VT 973.918 KOR

Korean War : the untold story

VT 973.4 LAN

Land of the eagle : into the shining mountains
"Across the sea of grass" traces the journey of Lewis and Clark and other early pioneers of the
land beyond the Mississippi, who made their way across the plains that were home to buffalo,
grizzly bears, and tribes of Mandan, Sioux, and Pawnee. It shows how thousands of
determined settlers turned the wild lands into wheat fields and why the destruction of the
buffalo herds had such an impact on the native American population.

KIT 917.8 LEW

Lewis & Clark Expedition Kit

VT 577.54 LIF

Life in the desert
Presents a look at some of Australia's least known but most fascinating desert dwellers. Also
shown are the desperate struggle for survival which occurs at nightfall, and the earth's feverish
attempt to propagate life after a desert rainstorm.

VT 970.5 LIN

Lindbergh's Journey - Heaven & Earth

VT 595.7 LOC

Locusts : War without end
Called the "teeth of the wind" by those who have battled them for centuries, locusts continue to
plague hundreds of millions of people. Rare desert tains transforms locusts from harmless
grasshoppers to voracious swarms capable of destroying all vegetation in their path. NOVA
reveals some of man's latest attempts to rid himself of his age-old enemy, the locust.

VT 523.4 LOO

Look up : Gas, Planets and Pluto

VT 551.48 LOO

Look up : Its Raining, Its Pouring

VT 940.53 LOO

Looking into the Face of Evil
Lessons of the Holocaust

VT 598.2 LOO

Loons of Amisk

VT 595.79 MAG

The Magic school bus : In a beehive - The buzz about bees
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Magic school bus : Kicks up a storm
It's a hot and muggy summer day, and the heat's gone to Ralphie's head. The Friz asks:"What
makes the weather?" then transforms the bus into a weathermobile and in a wild ride through
the skies-- gives Ralphie the opportunity to become the meteorological superhero of his
dreams.

SL 523.43 MAR

Mars, Two Faces
Poster

VT 940.53 MAT

A matter of conscience; CBS Schoolbreak Special
Social Studies; Values; Family Relationships

VT 639.275 MAT

Matter of trust
Looks at pressures today that shape salmon populations and examines possible solutions to
problems that began soon after 1855 treaties were signed.

VT 970.5 MEM

Memphis Dreams; Innocence and Rebellion

VT 970.5 MEM

Memphis dreams : searching for the promised land
When Martin Luther King, Jr., was assassinated in 1968 Memphis--like Dallas in 1963--became
a symbol of hope extinguished. This program examines the Civil Rights Movement and the last
few years of Martin Luther King's life with emphasis on the sanitation workers strike in
Memphis, Tennessee and the killing of America's greatest civil rights leader, its impact on AfroAmericans and the nation.

VT 580.1 MON

Monera, Protista & Fungi

VT 551.2 MOU

Mt. St. Helens : Keeper of the Fire

VT 780 MUS

Music Overview
Grade level: P/I
Subject area: Music & Art

VT 639.275 MY

My Strength is from the Fish
The Indians of the Columbia River believe that the right to fish comes from the Creator. Today
salmon returns have plummeted and some runs are extinct. Uses interviews with tribal
elders,council leaders, fishers and others to explore salmon as the core of a culture and the
key to its survival.

VT 994 NAT

Nations of the World : Australia

VT 551.5 WAT

Nature Knows best : Water and weather

VT 709.73 ILL

Not a rhyme time
I'll make me a world profiles Afro-American musicians, artists and authors throughout twentieth
century America.

VT 629.4 ONE

One small step
Part one of a two-part series on the subject of man in space, NOVA examines the history of
NASA-from the origin of the space race through the triumph of the Apollo programs. By tracing
the history of three key programs-Mercury, Gemini, Apollo-we show how the basic challenges
surrounding space flight were answered: rendezvous and docking, life support, weightlessness,
space sickness, equipment reliability and so on.
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VT 581.795

Oregon ecoregions : Preserving our natural diversity
Introduction-- Introduces the concept of ecoregions, plus additional bonus materials - 3
minutes; Willamette Valley: A History of change -- Investigates the historic forces that have
changed the face of the Willamette Valley ecoregion, from natural disturbance, to Native
American burning, and the arrival of European settlers. This story highlights managing invasive
species, the Fender's Blue butterfly and its dependence on Kincaid's lubine and efforts to
restore wetlands and oak savanna. - 18 minutes; Coast Range: Survivors in the sand -- The
Oregon Coast program focuses on the effects of the invasive European beach grass on dune
ecology, the Western Snowy Plover and its fragile relationship to human activity, and efforts to
restore native dune plants to this unique exosystem - 19 minutes. Bonus material: Native Grass
Garden Tour, Seeds of success, Native plant gallery.

VT 979 ORE
marsh

Oregon Field Guide : Port Orford-Seal lions-Madras-Balancing Rocks-Woodburn-Prehistoric

VT 352.5 ORE

Oregon's Pioneer

VT EPER

Perfect the Pig

KIT 912 PHY

Physiographic Relief
physiographic relief globe
& study guide

VT 581 PLA

Plants Make Food

VT 378 PLA

Playground Discipline Pt 1 & 2

VT 363.1 PLA

Playground Safety; supervising our children
1 video; five 16p. handbooks

VT 577.63 PON

Ponds : Nature's Aquarium
Science, Nature, Environment, Earth

VT 523.2 PRA

The practical guide to the universe : calling all planets

VT 523.7 PRA

The practical guide to the universe : the sun--our closest star

VT 613.7 PRE

The President's Challenge for Kids to Get Fit

VT E THR

Reading Rainbow: A Three Hat Day

VT 808.8 ABI

Reading Rainbow: Abiyoyo
Based on a South-African lullaby and folk story, Abiyoyo is a magical storysong retold and sung
by Pete Seeger. When a town is threatened by the terrible giant, Abiyoyo, a little boy and his
father come up with a plan to save the townspeople. Music, in its different forms, can be a
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beautiful way to tell a story. Using an upbeat music-video format, LeVar reveals some of the
ways a story can be told.

VT F BAR

Reading Rainbow : Adventures of Taxi Dog

VT 027.573 ALI

Reading Rainbow: Alistair in Outer Space
Alistair in Outer Space is a close encounter of the silliest kind. Alistair, that lovable, fastidious
little boy, is on his way to return his books to the library when he is captured by a spaceship
and whisked into space. His captors are two colorful and outlandish creatures called Goots.
LeVar visits the Library of congress in the nation's capital and plunges into a treasure hunt
through several library departments.

VT 115 ALI

Reading Rainbow: Alistair's Time Machine
Alistair's Time Machine is a delightful story about a boy who builds his own time machine. Meet
a wacky woman inventor from the Stone Age, Thomas Edison and a clever machine from the
future that has its own surprises for LeVar. Viewers will also discover some children with
creative inventions of their own, and take a look at some amusing inventions from the past that
never quite made it into today's lifestyle.

VT 304.2 AND

Reading Rainbow: And Still The Turtle Watched
Written by Sheila MacGill-Callahan and illustrated by Barry Moser, this Native American tale,
And Still the Turtle Watched, recounts the timeless message of our responsibility to nature and
our environment. LeVar explores various ways that children and adults are working together to
protect and preserve the earth. Additional key words: bald eagle, wolves, bears

VT 331.2 REA

Reading Rainbow: Animal Cafe
What really happens during the late night hours well into the wee hours of the morning? That's
what Maxell pondered one morning when he found the food on his shop shelves had vanishe
overnight, and his cash register was "stuffed full of money". LeVar burns the midnight oil in the
city that never sleeps, New York. Additional key words: bats

VT 700 APP

Reading Rainbow: Appelemando's Dreams
The story of a little boy who uses his dreams to create colorful images that brighten the world
for himself and his friends. LeVar demonstrates fun and creative ways to spark the imagination
and inspire the artist in all of us.

VT 302 ARC

Reading Rainbow: Archibald Frisby
LeVar takes viewers on a 'tale-spinning ride, when he climbs aboard the Great American
Scream Machine, at New Jersy's Six Flags Great Adventure Amusement Park and explores the
humorous adventures of Archibald Frisby, written by Michael Chesworth and narrated by
Arnold Stang. LeVar takes a scientific approach to winning park games, and shows that with
the right questions and a little experimentation, an easy solution is always close at hand.

VT 808.8 ART

Reading Rainbow: Arthur's Eyes
In this video LeVar explores many different ways of perceiving the world, by using all of his
senses. Bill Cosby narrates the feature book about a boy named Arthur who needs glasses to
help him see. Maya Angelou reads a poem from All the Color of the Race. Additional key
words; insight, communication, Braille, mime, sign language.

VT 128 BAD

Reading Rainbow: Badger's Parting Gifts
Badger's friends are sad when he dies, but they treasure the legacies he left them. Keywords:
rememberence, death, late, passed on, bereavement.
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793.31

Reading Rainbow: Barn dance
Roy Clark reads the featured book Barn dance about a magical time when animals hold a
hoedown in the barn. Host LeVar Burton goes to an old-fashioned barn dance, learns how a
fiddle is made and learns something about clogging. The reviewed books are The old banjo by
Dennis Haseley, I like the music by Leah Komaiko, and Half a moon and one whole star by
Crescent Dragonwagon.

VT E Kel

Reading Rainbow: Best friends
Your child will discover the simplicity of prayer. They will be introduced to the idea that prayer is
simply talking to God. Created with entertaining live action and charming animation and woven
together with original music.

VT F BOR

Reading Rainbow : Bored - nothing to do

VT F BRU

Reading Rainbow : Brush

VT 581.5 DES

Reading Rainbow: Desert Giant - World of the Saguaro Cactus

VT 305.5 FOL

Reading Rainbow: Follow The Drinking Gourd
Based on the song Follow the Drinkin g Gourd, with story and pictures by Jeanette Winter and
narration by Keith David, this program explores an infamous chapter in America's history. As
he celebrates the road to freedom paved by the Underground Railroad, LeVar Burton
introduces viewers to the history, hereos, stories and music of the African-American culture
which emerged from slavery. Additional Key words: freedom, spirituals.

VT 551.2 HIL

Reading Rainbow: Hill of Fire
Rumbling earthquakes, molten lava, fountains of fire--a volcano is born in a poor farmer's corn
field in the feature book, Hill of Fire, narrated by Fernando Escandon. Written by Thomas P.
Lewis, Hill of Fire is based on the true story of the eruption of Paricutin volcano in Mexico. At
Volcanoes National Park in Hawaii, LeVar is perched 2,000 feet from a major eruption of
Kilauea Volcano. For this show, Reading Rainbow's crew captured spectacular original footage
of Kilauea's eruption in March 1985. Additional key words: geology, pottery.

VT 781.65 HIP

Reading Rainbow: Hip Cat
Hip Cat, written by Jonathan London and illustrated by Woodleigh Hubbard, explores America's
most original music form, Jazz! LeVar becomes a "hip cat," hanging out with the musicians
while they experiment with the cool, melodic sounds of jazz. Highlighted is a jazz saxophonist,
Joshua Redman, who discusses the influence that music has had on his life and how he uses
music to communicate with the world. Additional key words: instrument repair, improvisation

VT E HOT

Reading Rainbow : Hot-Air Henry

VT 599.5 HUM

Reading Rainbow: Humphrey The Lost Whale
Based on the journey of a California humpback whale, Humphey the Lost Whale: A True Story
by Wendy Tokuda and Richard Hall, illustrations by Yanoko Wakiyama, follows the amazing
journey of "wrong-way" Humphrey as he finds his way back to the sea with the help of some
friends. Humphrey's story, read by Jane Pauley, inspires LeVar to spend the day at sea on a
whale-watching adventure where he uncovers some of the mysteries of the majestic humpback
whale. Additional key words: extinction, migration.
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VT 577.69 JAC

Reading Rainbow: Jack, The Seal and The Sea
Jack, the Seal and the Sea by Gerald Aschenbrenner, is the story of a man who, after finding
an ailing seal, can no longer ignore the sorry state of our world's seas. Inspired by this moving
book, host LeVar Burton goes on a Discovery Voyage in the San Francisco Bay to learn more
about the preservation of our water and the oceans. Viewers also get a first-hand look at the
clean-up effort after a disastrous oil spill in alaska. Additional key words: marine ecology,
Exxon Valcez, conservation

VT 362.4 KNO

Reading Rainbow: Knots On a Counting Rope
It's a test of LeVar's courage when he chooses to camp out all night alone in the wilderness. He
is inspired by the book, Knots on a Counting Rope, by Bill Martin Jr. and John Archambault,
illustrated b y Ted Rand, a native American tale about a young boy's emerging confidence
facing his greatest challenge--his blindness. Viewers will also be inspired by a segment
featuring Bree Walker, a TV reporter who overcame the obstacle of physical deformity.
Additional key words: news anchor, personal achievement

VT 306.87 LIT

Reading Rainbow: Little Nino's Pizzeria
Tony loves helping his dad make pizza at their family restaurant, unil his dad decides to open
up a fancy new restaurant instead. Tony seems to always be in the way at the new restaurant
until his father has a change of heart and realizes he just cannot stay away from his yummy
pizza. Inspired by the book, host Le Var Burton decides to make a pizza on his own, but what
he doesn't know is that his ordinary pizza pie has to feed an entire basketball team. Additional
key words: fireworks

VT E LOU

Reading Rainbow: Louis the Fish

VT F MAM

Reading Rainbow: Mama don't allow

VT 636.2 MEA

Reading Rainbow: Meanwhile Back At The Ranch
While rancher Hicks drives to Sleepy Gulch, he misses a very eventful, surprise-filled day back
home. LeVar expeiences the Old West as he rides a stagecoach across the Arizona desert and
visits Old tucson, an authentic Western town. He also gets a taste of life as a cowboy when he
dons true Western garb, complete wih spurs, chaps and an official ten-gallon hat. As an added
treat, viewers meet a talented stunt woman who demonstrates rope tricks and thrilling stunts on
horsebck. Additional key words: horses, costumes

VT 393 MUM

Reading Rainbow: Mummies Made In Egypt
Viewers are invited to take an in-depth look at the ancient and fascinating world of mummies in
Mummies Made in Egypt by Aliki. LeVar visits the Boston Museum of Fine Arts where the art of
conserving Egyptian artifacts is explored. Through the use of CT scan technology, viewers also
see what a mummy looks like after thousands of years. Additional words: camel, cat, desert,
hieroglyphs, forensic art

VT 531 MYL

Reading Rainbow: My Life With The Wave
A sheer magical tale about a boy who brings home a wave is based on a story by Octavio Paz,
adapted by Catherine Cowan, illustrated by Broadway acor Scott Irby-Ranniar. LeVar explores
the beauty and fascination of water, the rhythm and energy of waves, and visits people who are
fulfilling the dream to save endangered sea life. Additional key words: surfing, manatee, coral
reef, sand sculpture

VT 535 MYS

Reading Rainbow: My Shadow
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My Shadow, written by Robert Louis Stevenson, illustrated by Ted Rand and narrated by
Robert Guillaume, examines our fascination with light and shadows: how they create such
beautiful imagery together. LeVar demonstrates how light and shadow can be used to tell the
time, and even gets some fun lessons on the art of creating shadow puppets, as he sheds a
little light on shadows. Additional key words: sun dial, photons, photograpy, animation

VT 507 NOS

Reading Rainbow: Nosey Mrs. Rat
When does a healthy curiosity become annoyingly nosey? Nosey Mrs. Rat, written by Jeffrey
Allen, illustrated by James Marshall and narrated by Faith Prince, takes a humorous look at
snooping around, and shows how an investigative mind can lead to great discoveries. In an
informative interview, primatologist Dr. Jane Goodall explains how her own curiosity helped her
become a leading scientist in the study of primates.

VT 582.16 ONC

Reading Rainbow: Once There Was A Tree
Once There Was A Tree, written by Natalia Romanova, illustrated by Gennady Spirin and
narrated by Eli Wallach, beautifully weaves together the important relationship among all living
things, and our dependence on trees for food, shelter and the air we breathe. LeVar explores
the magnificent life cycle of trees in the forest and their importance to humans, animals and the
planet. Additional key words: New England, sugar maple, photosynthesis, maple syrup

VT 152.14 OPT

Reading Rainbow: Opt: An Illusionary Tale
Seeing isn't always believing, expecially in a book called Opt: An Illusionary Tale. Join LeVar
as he enters the pages of Opt and walks through a world made up of optical illusions. Viewers
will see for themselves how the eye can be fooled, and meet a talented painter who specializes
in art that tricks the eye. Additional key words: animal camouglage, trompel'oeil

VT 302 OUR

Reading Rainbow: Our Big Home
LeVar hosts this Reading Rainbow field trip, presenting the concepts of international
cooperation, sharing and volunteering. Visits the United Nations and then introduces Craig
Kielburer, the teenage founder of Kids Can Free the Children, a global youth group totally run
by kids. Explains how the library can be a place to find out about volunteering. Poem describes
that water, air, rain, soil, sky, sun, and more are shared by all living creatures on Earth.

VT 591.7 RAC

Reading Rainbow: Raccoons And Ripe Corn
Jim Arnosky's books, Raccoons and Ripe corn, Deer At the Brook and Come Out, Muskrats
provide the inspiration for host LeVar Burton to learn about wildlife watcing. He joins Jim
Arnosky and finds out how to play detective in the wild. Grab your binoculars, grab your waders
and you're off in search of wild animals. Teeth marks on twigs are a good sign that beavers are
nearby. Look closely at the tree trunks, you might see tiny porcupine claw marks, Raccoon paw
prints tell if they were drinking from the brook or just passing by. If you keep our eyes open and
listen closely, you could become a wildlife detective yourself! Additional key words: woodlands,
naturalist

VT 636.5 REC

Reading Rainbow: Rechenka's Eggs
An egg-ceptional show! Host LeVar Burton finds out that an egg is everything it's cracked up to
be...and more. Viewers will gain a new appreciation for the egg, in art and nature. Patricia
Polacco, the author/illustrator of Rechenka's Eggs, demonstrates the traditional Ukrainian eggpainting art called pysanky. Additional key words: ducks, geese, hatching

VT 155.2 REG

Reading Rainbow: Regina's Big Mistake
Regina is so afraid of making a mistake on her art project that she won't even pick up a crayon
to get started. Regina's Big Mistake, written by Marissa Moss, explores some of the ways that
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artists express themselves through their work, and takes a look at the creative process.
Segments highlight a variety of art forms and the hidden artist in everyone. Additional key
words: sidewalk chalk drawing, wire sculpture

VT 686 SIM

Reading Rainbow : Simon's Book
This magical tale is written by Henril Drescher, for grades K-3. It is the story of Simon, who has
made the mistake of going to bed while an unfinished drawing of himself under attack by a
creepy monster is still on his drawing pad.

VT 790 SPO

Reading Rainbow: Sports Pages
Host LeVAr Burton sweats it out on the basketball court, in the weight room, and on a bicycle
built for three during Sports Pages. LeVar shares his enthusiasm for athletics when he takes
viewers from sport to sport--including soccer, basketball, ice skating, swimming, and
gymnastics. The emotions and feelings of each sport are explored when we meet a variety of
young athletes who, through determination and perseverance, express the joy of participating
in sports. Additional key words: Olympics

VT 622 SUN

Reading Rainbow: Sunken Treasure
An old treasure map leads host LeVar Burton on an exciting treasure hunt at "Pirates Cove" in
California. Insired by Sunken Treasure, by Gail Gibbons, read by Robert Morse, he uses every
device known to man to find a treasure, including a trusty bloodhound. Viewers also meet Dr.
Robert Ballard of the Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution of Massachusetts, who, by using
science and technology, located and explored the most famous shipwreck in history: the
Titanic. Additional key words: underwater exploration, deepsea diving, metal detector,
submarine

VT 646.7 LAD

Reading Rainbow: The Lady With The Ship On Her Head
Join host LeVar Burton as anchor of a wild and wacky news report, Headline News - all the
news from the neck up! Inspired by the Lady With the Ship on Her Head, viewers will visit the
biggest barbership in the world and get a look at a music video. Additional key words: humor,
interview, hair styles.

VT 551.44 MAG

Reading Rainbow: The Magic School Bus Inside The Earth
The Magic School Bus Inside the Earth, Joanna Cole, illustrated by Bruce Degen, is a hilarious
science adventure that follows a quirky teacher and her students on a field trip they'll never
forget. LeVar goes on his own adventure when he visits California caverns and explores the
mysterious world inside the earth. Viewers see and learn about stalagmites, stalactites and
many other exciting crystal formations, while LeVar experiences the thrill of "spelunking" (cave
exploring) with a real-life cave expert.

VT 636.2 MIL

Reading Rainbow: The Milk Makers
Its' fresh and cold, foamy and white, and one of nature's most nutritious foods -- milk! Thanks to
The Milk Makers, everyone learns how this delicious treat travels from a dairy cow to the
neighborhood supermarket. Host LeVar Burton visits California's dairy country and gets a
lesson on how to milk a cow by hand and an introduction to the modern way of milking and
feeding 600 cows. Additional key words: cheese, nutrition, ice cream

VT 636.2 MIL

Reading Rainbow: The Milk Makers
Its' fresh and cold, foamy and white, and one of nature's most nutritious foods -- milk! Thanks to
The Milk Makers, everyone learns how this delicious treat travels from a dairy cow to the
neighborhood supermarket. Host LeVar Burton visits California's dairy country and gets a
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lesson on how to milk a cow by hand and an introduction to the modern way of milking and
feeding 600 cows. Additional key words: cheese, nutrition, ice cream

VT 791.43 PIG

Reading Rainbow: The Piggy In The Puddle
LeVar takes viewers behind the scenes as The Piggy in the Puddle is brought to life through
the art of clay animation. From painting and sculpting the characters, to the painstaking
process of filming the action frame by frame, the secrets of "claymation" are revealed.
Additional key words: story telling

VT 641.5 ROB

Reading Rainbow: The Robbery At The Diamond Dog Diner
Can a talkative chicken named Gloria Feathers outwit a couple of Diamond Robber Mutts? This
story unfolds in The Robbery at the Diamond Dog Diner, narrated by Peter Falk. Host LeVar
Burton goes behind the grill at Rosie's Diner and gets a quick lesson on becoming a shortorder cook. Viewers also get a close-up look at how pasta is made.

VT 305.23 TIN

Reading Rainbow: The Tin Forest
Features the children of school P.S. 234 that is located in the neighborhood next to Ground
Zero. The children express their feelings about September 11th, how the event has changed
them and how grateful they are for all the gifts the school received from around the world. In
the book by Helen Ward, a lonely old man who lives in an area of other peoples' discards
dreams of a forest. He finally builds one of tin. One visiting bird sets off a chain reaction that
turns the tin forest into a real one. Both situations reflect the theme of turning a gray wasteland
into something beautiful.

VT 362.73 THR

Reading Rainbow: Through Moon and Stars and Night Skies
Through Moon and Stars and Night Skies is a tender story about a family formed through
adoption. People everywhere talk about the ups and downs of life as fathers, mothers, sisters,
brothers and more. It's a show everyone can "relate" to!

VT 153.8 UNC

Reading Rainbow: Uncle Jed's Barber Shop
Uncle Jed's Barber Shop, written by Margaree King Mitchell, illustrated by James Ransome
and narrated by Regina Taylor, demonstrates that determination, faith and a little help from
others can make any dream attainable. Also featured is the musical group, The Persuasions.
Additional key words: horses, veterinarian

VT 304.8 WAT

Reading Rainbow: Watch The Stars Come Out
Inspired by the featured book, Watch the Stars Come Out, host LeVar Burton explores the
plight of the many courageous immigrants who came to America filled with hopes and dreams
as they descended upon Ellis Island. He also comes face-to-face with Lady Liberty herself, and
finds out about why and how she's been restored. Additional key words: New York, Statue of
Liberty

VT 709.73 REP
The Republic of virtue - American Visions Series a Planet 24 production in association with
BBC Television ; a Time Inc.-BBC co-production ; produced in association with Thirteen/WNET.
An eight part series presenting American history through its visual art, painting, sculpture,
architecture and monuments. This first segment examines some of the first images made in
America which resemble ancient ones. Jefferson and the founding fathers felt that classicism
gave the young nation power and authority. In Washington, D.C. architects adopted and
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transformed the classical style to serve a new, democratic ideal. Robert Hughes explores the
work of artists and architects, Benjamin West, John S. Copley, Charles W. Peale, Thomas Cole
and Charles Bulfinch.

VT 523.4 RES

Resolution on Saturn
It's over 300 years since Galileo turned his new telescope on Saturn and first saw its
spectacular rings. NOVA shows the beauty and new mysteries discovered by Voyager 1 on its
historic visit.

VT 780 RYT

Rhythm and Percussion Families
Grade level: P/I
Subject area: Music & Art
Includes Teachers' guide
in separate envelope

VT 552 ROC
Rocks and Minerals Minerals & their properties; Rocks & the rock cycle; Igneous &
metamorphic rocks;Sedimentary rocks
4-part series; teaching manual included for each part
KIT 620.8 SAF

Safety goggles

VT 597 SAL

Salmon on the Run
NOVA captures the breathtaking power and determination of these amazing creatures and
examines how business and technology are changing the fishing industry - and the salmon
itself.
Science Screen Report : Energy for Life

VT 550 SEE

See What Earth Science is All About 4-6

VT 550 SEE

See What Earth Science is All About K-3

VT 570 SEE

See What life Science is All About 4-6 Part 1

VT 570 SEE

See What Life Science is All About 4-6 part 2

VT 570 SEE

See what life science is all about K-3
Designed as an in-service training resource to help elementary teachers learn to present
learning activities in the life sciences.

VT 585 SEE

See what physical science is all about 4-6
Designed as an in-service training resource to help teachers of grades K-3 learn to present
learning activities in the physical science.

VT 585 SEE

See what physical science is all about K-3
Designed as an in-service training resource to help teachers of grades K-3 learn to present
learning activities in the physical science.

VT 551.6 SEV

Severe Weather Safety : watch for the warning
video & 12 p. handbook

VT 155.7 SMA

Smarter than you think
Babies
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VT 523.2 SOL

The solar system : Our neighbors in space

VT 523.8 STA

Stars : Like a Billion Tiny Suns

VT 780 STR

The String Family
The string family comes to life as students learn about the violin, viol, cello, and double bass
and see how they work. The guitar, harp, and fiddle are also covered. Students will be
introduced to the greatest of violin makers, Antonio Stradivari and the brilliant composer and
violinist Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart, among others. Vocabulary words to watch for include
fingerboard, bridge, sound holes, resonate, bow, resin, and pizzicato. Across-the-curriculum
activities included in the expanded Teacher's Guide are tied to National Music Standards and
designed to extend the video's educational value.

VT F SUM

Summer of my German soldier
An adaptation of Bette Greene's novel of the same title, which explores the themes of
friendship, prejudice, and self-esteem, through the story of a young Jewish girl in a small
Southern United States town who helps a German prisoner-of-war escape during World War II.

VT 591.33 TAD

Tadpoles, Dragonflies, and the Caterpillar's Big Change

VT 813 TEL

The Tell-Tale Heart

VT 921 COL

Ten Who Dared : Christopher Columbus

VT 921 SMI

Ten Who Dared : Jedediah Smith

VT 709.73

The Dream Keepers Part 4
Part 1. Lift every voice--This video looks at the trials and triumphs of the first generation of
African-American artists born to freedom. Bert Williams and George Walker forge careers as
vaudeville stars. Performing within a racist minstrel tradition, they nonetheless make a living as
black artists, infusing minstrelsy with genuine elements of black culture. In New Orleans,
talented musicians create the innovative and exuberant sounds of ragtime and jazz, music that
comes to be identified as quintessentially American. And a powerful new medium - film - allows
Oscar Micheaux to make motion pictures that present the complexities of African American life
at a time when many white filmmakers were promoting dangerous racial stereotypes.

VT 709.73

The Freedom you will take
I'll make me a world profiles Afro-American musicians, artists and authors throughout twentieth
century America.

VT 709.73 AME
The promised land - American visions ; a Planet 24 production in association with BBC
Television ; a Time Inc.-BBC co-production ; produced in association with Thirteen/WNET
Presents a glimpse of American history through its visual art, painting, sculpture, architecture
and monuments. Follows nearly three centuries of creativity, exploring a nation whose art
mirrors its diversity.
VT 609.3 THO

Thomas Edison and the Electric Light

VT 617.6 TOO

Tooth wisdom
Explains how teeth grow and change, the many types of teeth, and how to maintain a healthy
set of teeth.
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A trip to the dentist can be lots of fun

KIT 522 TRI

Trippensee Illuminated Planetarium
Model & manual

VT 970.5 ULT

Ultimate Power : Evil Rising

VT 970.5 ULT

Ultimate power - the race

VT 394 VER

A Very merry cricket
An animated film about a power failure and a musical cricket from Connecticut that transforms
New York City in the Christmas season from a noisy quarrelsome place into a place of peace
and harmony. For elementary grades.

VT 780 VOI

The Voice Family
The world of music comes alive as students are introduced to the human voice as a musical
instrument. Students will learn that soprano is a high voice, bass is low, and alto and tenor are
in between. They'll hear about jazz vocalists Sarah Vaughan and Louis Armstrong as well as
opera singers Beverly Sills and Luciano Pavarotti. The program fosers an appreciation of a
range of music genres, for example, jazz, opera, and folk music. Vocabulary words to watch for
include diaphragm, solo, duet, trio, harmony, improvise, vibrato, and lip synching. Across-thecurriculum activities included in the expanded Teacher's Guide are tied to National Music
Standards and designed to extend the video's educational value.

VT 551.5 WEA

Weather

VT 551.5 WEA

Weather for children : All about meteorology
Introduces young viewers to basic weather ideas and terms. Using animations, simple handson experiments, and investigations, children will explore how clouds develop, how wind, rain,
and snow forms, and what causes the different weather patterns.

VT 551.5 ALL

Weather for Children: All about wind and clouds -

VT 551.5 WEA

Weather Watch

VT 577.6 WET

Wetland Biomes : Essential and Endangered

VT 591.5 WHA

Whale Watch
NOVA follows the great grey whales along their annual marathon migration from the Artic to the
Mexican coast and reveals little known facts about the mating and feeding habits of the gentle
giants.

VT 973.1 WHO

Who's that stepping on Plymouth Rock
Relates the history of Plymouth Rock since the Pilgrims first landed on it to the present day.

VT 780 WOO

The Woodwind Family
Grade Level: P/I
Subject area: Music & Art
Teachers' guide included
in separate packet

VT 579.4 WOR

World of Protozoa
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The world's biomes : desert to rainforest
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